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The Games People Play: 
Journalism and the Official Information Act 

Alastair Morrison 
Education Correspondent, Radio New Zealand 

In 1989, then Leader of the Opposition Jim Bolger launched an attack on the govern
ment's attitude to Official Information Act requests. He criticised the extensive time
wasting and outright refusals by the Labour Government to release information. The 
Evening Post of 9 January reported: 

"The Government can, and does, flout the intention of the Act with appalling regu
larity," Mr Bolger said. "There is a growing, almost sinister, secrecy associated 
with government departments and especially SOEs." 

''For true democracy to flourish the public must have the facts before them before 
an issue can be debated and settled. That is certainly not happening at present." 

The answer, said Mr Bolger, was to introduce penalties for Cabinet Ministers or officials 
who flouted the Act. Eight years on, six of them with Mr Bolger as Prime Minister, there 
are still no penalties. And in 1993, then Chief Ombudsman Sir John Robertson noted that 
the government had failed to make information available in time for proper public debate 
to influence decisions. In his annual report he said: "It is unarguable and acknowledged 
that for some time now the public's perception is that successive governments have lost 
credibility through ineffective consultation on major issues before decisions are taken." 
He also noted disquiet over delays in accessing information, a criticism repeated by Chief 
Ombudsman Sir Brian Elwood in 1995. 

Mr Bolger's principled stance in opposition and contradictory stance in government is 
not untypical. 

In a 1 July 1993 article in The Dominion, Robert Buchanan, then Director of Legal 
Affairs for the New Zealand Law Society, noted: "It has been interesting, indeed amus
ing, over the years to see the most savage critic, the most prolific requestor of informa
tion while in Opposition, become the most protective and uneasy when in Government, 
and vice versa!" The high moral ground is easier to claim than to occupy on this issue. 

Implicit in the notion of representative democracy is that the elected government stands 
in for the ordinary citizen so that effective decisions about controversial and complex 
matters can be made promptly. 

The demand on the government is to show leadership, and on the opposition to show that 
leadership is lacking. To a large extent the outcome of this contest is determined by 
access to information, and effectiveness in using it. 
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Politicians and bureaucrats know that invariably if they hold on long enough the point at 
issue will have gone off the boil and, if the journalist persists, the story that weeks before 
would have been a significant front page headline will be confined to an obscure slot and 
die a quick death rather than generate other media interest. 

The 20 working days that officials have to answer requests, intended by the legislators as 
an absolute maximum, usually sees out the news cycle. Officials use it to good effect, 
drawing this comment from Sir Brian Elwood in his 1995 report: "There is a common 
misconception among public sector agencies that 20 working days is the norm within 
which to respond to a request for official information irrespective of the circumstances of 
the request and any urgency sought by the requestor." 

If the issue needs more than 20 days to cool the heels of a persistent journalist then a 
standard refusal prolongs it into an Ombudsman's review, which is easily drawn out for a 
year and longer if the imperative is there. 

None of this negates the significance of the Official Information Act. It has certainly 
shifted expectations in the way intended so that the onus is now on the keepers of official 
information to argue why it should not be made public. And enormous amounts of infor
mation have become public as a result. 

But if there was an expectation that the Act would mean politicians and officials laying 
out as a matter of course controversial matters for journalists to exploit the11 it was naive. 

The relationship between government and journalists ought to be uncomfortable. The 
most difficult part of journalism is developing trust and confidence on the part of people 
you need to be able to talk to without compromising your professional independence. 
The greatest danger is being captured by your sources. Inevitably, the journalist has to 
make compromises and judgements. It is a balancing act and the principles get watered 
down to .a greater or lesser extent in the process. 

Professional tension is a natural part of the journalist-government interface. Journalists 
ought to treat with suspicion official information easily come by officially, especially 
when the system offers up controversial information without complaint. Then, making 
full use of the material should also involve the journalist asking whose interests are ad
vanced by the manner of its release. 

This does happen. Politicians and officials have become adept at using the Act to ad
vance their interests. The classic example is the release of briefing papers to incoming 
governments. Officials know journalists will pick these over, especially if someone qui
etly points the right journalists to the "juicy bits". They are a splendid opportunity to 
define the debates and position new Ministers. 

Similarly, officials, agencies or politicians can use release of information under the Act to 
shift responsibility or redirect debate. 

But government has also adapted well to the inevitability of information being released. 
While making the Act an endurance course is the most effective technique, followed by 
control over the timing of any release, there are other effective strategies. 
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Outgoing Ombudsman Nadja Tollemache noted in the 1993 Ombudsmen's annual report 
that regardless of any benefits restructuring the government sector may have brought, it 
had meant less information was available. "In our so-called information age the erosion 
of the right of the public to access to information of public interest must be a matter of 
serious concern," she said. 

State-owned enterprises, the new health structures, education and energy sectors, port 
companies and local authority trading enterprises are all examples where competition 
and legislative requirements to operate strictly on commercial lines have removed mas
sive amounts of public expenditure from public scrutiny. The demand for greater effi
ciency and commercial accountability has been at the expense of wider accountability. 

Information has a commercial value in this climate and the tendency for such organisa
tions to refuse information requests on the grounds of commercial confidentiality is un
derstandable and defensible given the demands government has placed on them. The 
notion of the public good is increasingly defined by, and limited to, the commercial im
perative. 

As public sector organisations continue to develop a private sector commercial culture, 
and employ people from that background as opposed to career public servants, it can be 
expected that they will further adapt to offset the nuisance value of the Official Informa
tion Act. The media have not stood outside this reform process. 

The private sector too has had to sharpen its commercial focus and news media owners 
are among those demanding greater efficiency and profitability. For journalists it has 
meant the same redundancies and effective reductions in take-home pay that other state 
and private sector employees have experienced. 

The impact on journalism has been noticeable. There is less time to become absorbed in 
an area of responsibility, less time to research. Time constraints and work demands make 
journalists more susceptible to ready-made, packaged news. There is greater accent on 
the generalist processing spot news rather than the specialist digging and delving. 

The Official Information Act is not a very useful tool in this environment. In my experi
ence, few young journalists use it. They don't know how to ask the right questions and 
don't have the time to indulge the tactics of those who would frustrate its intent. 

Increasingly, high-calibre young journalists have a short life-span in the industry, dissat
isfied with the low wages and lack of opportunity to move into specialist, investigative 
and feature work. Allied to that is increased emphasis in public and private sector compa
nies on communications and the management of information and news. This has created 
opportunities for people with journalistic skills to leave the news media for much higher 
paid jobs. A ministerial press secretary, for example, would be paid 20 to 30 thousand 
dollars more than a working senior journalist. 

The effect may have increased the profitability of news media organisations, but it has 
done nothing for the quality of journalism. The strength of traditional journalism is based 
on unofficial information. The art of the journalist is to talk to all parties, to piece to-
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gether information in a way that presents a more complete picture than any one party can 
paint. It can be a grubby business, playing people off against each other and exploiting 
disputes, talking people into leaking material and resorting to other tricks of the trade to 
elicit information.· 

The journalist lives easily with this process when the public good is served. It is a danger
ous moral argument that the ends justify the means, but there are ethical judgements to be 
made that act as controls. But the less the public good is served, the less defensible 
becomes the process. 

Cementing in the benefits ofthe commercial reforms without eroding the institutions that 
support democratic decision-making is no easy task. It means restoring a degree ofre
spect for the inherently inefficient processes of an open society. For both government and 
the news media there are costs involved in doing that. 

It is unrealistic to expect the international news media moguls who own most of New 
Zealand's commercial media to sacrifice profit in order to perform an unpaid public service. 
Nor is it necessary. The state still owns public service radio and television, accessible 
cheaply to all New Zealanders. 

In principle there is no good reason why public service television and radio, adequately funded 
and set up under a charter stipulating standards and service requirements but at arm's 
length from party political interference, should not fulfil the :function to a high standard. 

The continued existence of a core public-funded news media reflects recognition of the 
need. The political system has not yet shown the maturity to strengthen it. But that is a 
logical and necessary step in the development ofMMP if the new system is to flourish. 

The news media, for their part, cannot wait for it to happen. They must force the issue by 
performing at a new level so that the constraints become an obvious hurdle. 

Sir Geoffrey Palmer set out the challenge in 1992 in his book New Zealand s Constitution 
in Crisis. "The media are subject to the market and subject to the law. Both these pose 
substantial restraints on media activities, but not in a way which aids the performance of 
the constitutional function. In important ways, it is the professional standards of the 
journalists themselves which determine media outcomes. Those standards tend to be 
somewhat vague and elastic," he wrote. 

The media, Sir Geoffrey argued, are invested with certain functions in a democracy and 
thus sit somewhere between an agency in the political process and a pure industry. He 
concludes: "The quality of journalism in New Zealand needs to be improved ifwe are to 
improve the quality of government and the public's ability to participate in it." 

Sir Geoffrey does not make a private-public media distinction. In my view the extent to 
which the commercial media meet those demands is a bonus not to be relied upon. But 
the public does have a right to stipulate requirements and standards of the media it funds. 
It is relevant in my view that in an overall rather dismal analysis Sir Geoffrey acknowl
edges that "the picture is not one of unremitting gloom" and that public radio in particu
lar at times reaches high standards. 
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Any public demand for improvements must be in the context of the more commercially 
aware society that has developed. It is my experience the public already gets more than it 
pays for from its public media. If the public wants news media that perform the functions 
that Sir Geoffrey outlines to the standard he desires, it cannot divorce that demand from 
the issue of funding. 

As MMP develops, news media organisations will have to put more resources into politi
cal journalism if they are to meet the potential the new system holds for them. In so far as 
the Official Information Act is a tool of journalism, a serious rethink is needed as to 
whether it is adequate to meet the MMP environment. 

The outcome of the 1993 election was so close that it was unclear for some time who 
would form a government. The uncertainty was a precursor to the MMP system the 
public had already opted for. In that environment, then Chief Ombudsman Sir John 
Robertson put on hold a number of completed requests for information on the grounds 
that he had an obligation to contribute to political stability. 

The media criticised that stance, arguing that it was not the Ombudsman's job to make 
such judgements and that it was in the public interest to make the information available 
irrespective of any effect it might have on the incoming government. 

In his 1994 annual report, Sir John addressed that issue, pointing out that the Act "recog
nises that certain information, in certain circumstances, needs to be withheld in order to 
protect the public interest in maintaining the orderly process of government". In that, the 
Act entrenches the very paternalistic approach that Sir John noted the year before had 
created a culture where Ministers and Cabinet insisted on making decisions ''undisturbed 
by divisive, critical, and ill-informed public debate". So long as that version of the open 
society remains, the Official Information Act will remain largely compliant with that pa
ternalistic political culture. 

If the Act is not amended to lead, or meet, a more robust and mature attitude to debate 
an4 decision-making, then it will remain oflimited use to journalists. It is important that 
the Act remain a useful tool for making official information available. But in theory, the 
MMP environment is so rich in opportunities to collect unofficial information that jour
nalism should be enhanced regardless. 

The more significant question is whether the journalistic industry is willing and able to 
meet that challenge. Society should certainly demand it through public news media whose 
strength is entrenched beyond party politics. Anyone who fears the accountability impli
cations of that will, of course, be comforted by a reminder that the public media are 
subject to the Official Information Act! 




